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NORA LIGHTING® DEBUTS DIVERSE RANGE OF LED LUMINAIRES, BOOTH # 2301

COMMERCE, CA  Nora Lighting, a leading manufacturer of LED luminaires, will 

introduce a versatile line-up of energy saving LED products at LIGHTFAIR® International.
 

 IOLITE MLS     The Nora Iolite Multiple Light Series has one to three 

independently-adjustable fixtures in a recessed housing. Each 

luminaire has a variety of beam distributions and 1000lm (13W). 

Three reflector options and 2700K to 5000K at 90+ CRI.
  

 MAY LED TRACK    Compact MAY track head resembles line 

voltage fixtures, yet without large driver enclosures. With over 700 lm (10W),  

MAY is available in 2700K to 4000K at 90+ CRI. White or black finish;  

3 ½” x 2 ¼” In size. One or two circuit track capable.

 M2 MINI LED    M2 offers a 2” downlight or adjustable gimbal. Designed for easy 

installation, the M2 does not require a housing unit; it is outfitted with a prewired 

junction box that includes a quick connect. IC- and air-tight rated for 

remodel and new construction. 

 CAMO WITH TUNABLE WHITE    CAMO LED is a thin 1/2” 

surface-mounted fixture with integral, selectable CCT switch that allows the user to adjust 

color temperatures from 3000K to 5000K at 90+ CRI. Three diameters: 

6”, 8” and 11” with a white finish. Integral magnet allows decorative 

rings to be attached.



  L-LINE LINEAR    L-Line commercial LED linear fixtures are offered in 

2’, 4’ and 8’ lengths with two mounting options: surface and pendant. 

Sleek aluminum housing presents a modern appearance, and the 

diffused lens creates symmetrical light distribution. 1050lm per foot 

with 80+ CRI; dimmable to 10 percent.
 

 T-LINE TUNABLE WHITE    Nora’s T-Line LED Linear track 

head offers bright, even wall illumination. Discrete CCT switch fine 

tunes the LED color from 3000K to 4000K at 90+ CRI. In 2’ and 4’ 

lengths with a modern linear design, T-Line runs parallel to the track 

for a uniform appearance.
 

 COMFORT DIM TAPE    Nora’s Comfort Dim LED Tape Light is a versatile 

16’ roll that allows the user to gradually dim the color temperature from 

3000K to 1800K, creating a warm ambiance inside or outdoors. With 170lm 

per foot, Comfort Dim Tape is field cuttable every 2”.

 DIPPER WALL WASHING / INDIRECT LIGHTING    Dipper LED is 

available as a track head, wall or ceiling mount and is a discrete solution 

for wall washing or indirect lighting. Die-cast aluminum body has an 

indirect linear LED strip that reflects off the polished reflector.  

In 8” and 12” lengths; black, white or silver.

 MAC LED TRACK    Nora MAC LED Track Series offers two luminaires: 

MAC, 700lm (10W) and MAC XL,1100lm (18W). Fixture has a sleek, 

driverless appearance and field changeable beam spreads. 

 Pre-installed narrow flood optic is included, along with an additional 

spot optic. 2700K to 4000K at 90+ CRI.
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